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Agenda

1. Introduction: Who are we and how was this report prepared ?

2. What are the climate issues to be aware of ?

3. How will it affect Campton and how can we prepare  ?

4. What can Campton do to help mitigate climate change ?

5. What should the Campton Select Board do next ?



Introduction

 Committee was set up by a resolution at the town meeting of 

March 11, 2020.

 Committee had 8 members who are Campton residents with 

diverse and relevant professional backgrounds

 Consulted with experts from town, state, and businesses

 Submitted report to town on January 3, 2021



Climate overview:  

Reproduced from Steffen, W., J. Rockström, K. Richardson, T. Lenton, C. Folke, D. Liverman, C. 
Summerhayes, A. Barnosky, S. Cornell, M. Crucifix, J. Donges, I. Fetzer, S. Lade, M. Scheffer, R. 
Winkelmann, and H. Schellnhuber, 2018:  Trajectories of the Earth System in the Anthropocene, 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 115 (33), 8252–8259, doi:10.1073/pnas.1810141115



Climate issue 1: The planet is 

warming

 The planet has been heating rapidly over the past 50 years and 

will continue getting hotter

 Average number of days with snow cover in Campton has 

decreased by 21 days per year over the past 100 years



Climate issue 2: Floods are more 

frequent and severe

 Warming atmosphere causes precipitation events to become 

more concentrated, with more rain falling in intense storms and 

increasing droughts in between rainfalls 

 Frequency of NH state flooding disasters has increased >5 times 

over past 60 years



Climate issue 3: Droughts are 

also increasing

 When rainfall is concentrated, more water runs off rather than 

soaks into ground

 Warmer temperatures increase evaporation 

 Chart of NH droughts shows how they have become more 

frequent and more severe



Impact 1: Road 

maintenance  

 Investments in structural improvements such as improved 

drainage are more cost efficient

 Early thaws require dynamic SLRs (seasonal load restrictions) 

using NHMA early warning service

 Culvert sizes and other design decisions need to anticipate 

increases in extreme precipitation

Date of first 
thaw in 
Campton area



Impact 2:  Campton’s 

dependency on ski industry is risky

 The length and quality of the ski season is decreasing

 Winter tourism is important to local retailers

 Almost 40% of Campton homes are 2nd homes of people 

attracted to area by winter sports, which supports the 
construction and property maintenance businesses

 Campton economy needs to diversify



Impact 3: Ability to fight fires 

compromised by increasing 

droughts

 Droughts increase risk of forest fire

 Protection measures outlined in Campton Hazard Mitigation 
Plan need to be implemented

 Droughts make fire ponds and natural water sources 
unreliable, requiring construction of cisterns and other 
preventative measures



Impact 4: Flood risks 

require planning

 Understanding of risks needed to set up zoning and building 

codes and to estimate cost effectiveness of investments to 

prevent mudslides

 Important to use accurate flood risk maps from First Street 
Foundation

100 year flood risk 
map by First Street 
Foundation



Impact 5: Health issues

 Heat stress is leading cause of weather mortality and will 

become an issue here

 Conditions are becoming more favorable to Lyme disease 

and other vector-borne diseases 

 Campton Hazard Mitigation Plan lists steps to prevent deaths 

due to extreme weather

Number Days in 
Campton above 900



Impact 6: Population 

growth

 Effects of extreme climate change elsewhere will result in 

migration into Campton

 If all land was developed according to current zoning, 

population will increase >12 times

 Strategies for managing growth were outlined in 2005 study 

for Campton done by Brown University



Mitigation Steps

 Deploying solar voltaic systems at town facilities can save 

money and reduce carbon emissions

 Consider climate impacts in decisions such as what vehicles 

to buy 



Suggested Actions for 

Campton Select Board

 Establish the Climate Mitigation and Adaptation Committee 

as an official town committee

 Incorporate the report into the Campton Master Plan

 Post the report on the town website

 Have the Climate Committee work with the CIP


